ABSTRACT. A homotopy action of a group G on a space X is a homomorphism from G to the group HAUT(X) of homotopy classes of homotopy equivalences of X. George Cooke developed an 'obstruction theory to determine if a homotopy action is equivalent up to homotopy to a topological action. The question studied in this paper is: Given a diagram of spaces with homotopy actions of G and maps between them that are equivariant up to homotopy, when can the diagram be replaced by a homotopy equivalent diagram of G-spaces and G-equivariant maps? We find that the obstruction theory of Cooke has a natural extension to this context.
1. INTRODUCTION A homotopy action of a group G on a space X is a homomorphism , where fA is a homotopy inverse of fA .
In [3] George Cooke studied the problem of when a homotopy action is equivalent to a topological action. The present paper is a direct generalization of Cooke's ideas and methods, and extends Cooke's work to diagrams of spaces with a homotopy action and maps between them that are equivariant up to homotopy. For spaces X' and X" with ho-actions of G, a map f: X' ---t X" is called homotopy equivariant (abbreviated ho-equivariant) iff for g E G, the diagram
is homotopy commutative, where p' (g) ,resp. p" (g) , is a map in the homotopy class p' (g), resp. P" (g) . Put another way, if TOP denotes the category of spaces and maps, and ho-TOP the category of spaces and homotopy classes of maps, then a ho-action of G on X is just a G-object in ho-TOP, and f is ho-equivariant iff it is a morphism in ho-TOP of G-objects. A natural question to ask is: When is a homotopy equivariant map equivalent to a G-map, in the sense that there are homotopy equivalences
topological actions of G on y' and y" , and a G-equivariant map h: y' ---t y" such that the diagram
y' ~ y" is homotopy commutative? More generally one can ask for a topological realization of a diagram of spaces with G-ho-action where the maps are ho-equivariant. The purpose of this paper is to provide a homotopy theoretic treatment of this problem extending the work of Cooke [3] . This is done in §3. To do so however requires an analogous extension of the work of Allaud [1] on classifying spaces for Hurewicz fibrations. This is accomplished in §2. In §4 we discuss some applications, and §5 is an attempt to relate our work to that of Dwyer and Kan [4, 5, 6] .
I want to thank Chariya Peterson for helpful discussions on the material of §2, and the University of Virginia for providing me with a working environment.
A CLASSIFICATION THEOREM FOR DIAGRAMS OF FIBRA TIONS
By a homotopy commutative diagram we understand a functor X: D ---t ho-TOP where D is a kittygory (:= small category). If B is a fixed space we denote by TOP / B the category with objects y: X ---t B, P E Morph(TOP) , and morphisms the strictly commutative triangles (in TOP): 
together with homotopy equivalences XU) = 1lU) -I (*) for spaces XU), i = 0,1. given by pullback is an equivalence oj Junctors.
Proof. This follows from Brown's theorem [7] . 0
The space B x has an alternate description that will be of use in the next section. We turn to this now. /'
HAUT(X') commutes.
For a homotopy commutative diagram X: D -+ ho-TOP, an action of G on X consists of a homomorphism dE Obj(D) such that
p(d): G -+ HE(X(d))
and a G-equivariant map ¢ E Morph(D) such that
J(¢): X(domain(¢)) -+ X(range(¢)); passing to homotopy classes gives a homotopy action of G on X.
Such an action is called topologically realizable, or simply topological. (N.B. The group G actually acts on X, the maps of the diagram are G-maps, but the diagram commutes only up to homotopy. See §5 for a further discussion of this point.)
For a diagram X: D --+ ho-TOP we denote by HE(X) the associative Hspace of all tuples h(d) E HE(X(d)) such that passing to homotopy classes gives an automorphism of the functor X. The passage to homotopy classes defines an H-map 
HE(X) --+ HAUT(X) = 7ro(HE(X)) and induces a fibration 7r: BHE(X) --+ BHAUT(X) whose fibre is BHEid(X) , where HEid(X) is the sub-H-space of tuples h(d) , such that h(d) is homotopic to idX(d).

¢>(d): Y(d)
-
Proof. This follows by noting that 7r,(BHE(X)) -+ 7r,(BHAUT(X))
is an isomorphism, and that B H Eid (X) is the fibre of 7r . 0
ApPLICATIONS
The main results of the previous section show that a homotopy action of G on a homotopy commutative diagram X: D -+ ho-TOP is equivalent to a topological action iff a sequence of obstructions en E Hn(G;7rn_2(HEid(X)))!n ~ 3 all vanish. Note that H Eid (X) is simply the component of the identity map in map(X, X). If X is p-complete for a prime p in the sense that X(d) is p-complete for every d E Obj(D), then the space map(X, X) [2] is also pcomplete and hence a fortiori the component of the identity. This leads to the following result. The groups G = Z and G = Z x Z are special in that BG = Sl or Sl x Sl have dimension at most 2. Since the first obstruction to realizing a ho-action by a topological action occurs in dimension 3 we obtain: They prove [5] there is an obstruction theory for this problem analogous to that of Cooke [3] . In particular they state that when D = G (where G denotes the category with one object and endomorphism set G), their obstruction theory reduces to that of Cooke. It would be interesting to see the relations between all these results spelled out in detail.
N.B. If D contains no closed loops (e.g. D is a tree) then there is no distinction between homotopy commutativity and strict commutativity. This suggests that perhaps the fundamental group of the components of the topological realization of the category D should enter in some way. The higher homotopy groups enter into the situation when D is endowed with commuting homotopies etc.
